
MAGIC is the ultimate natural cleaner. A safer choice for both the end user and the environment, MAGIC is a combination 
of natural occurring replenish able materials, such as sugar cane, citrus oils, palm oil and coconut oil. Bathroom cleaning: 
MAGIC removes soap scum build ups and body fats from shower stalls as well as uric acid from toilets and urinals. MAGIC 
also removes dirt and grime from floors, walls, wash basins, glass and mirrors without the need for heavy scrubbing. Kitchen 
cleaning: use MAGIC to clean stove tops, range hoods, filters, bench tops, floors, walls & pots and pans.

How to Use

Bathroom Cleaning Shower & shower screens – apply MAGIC neat to the walls and screens working up the 
walls. Allow 2- ‐3 minutes for MAGIC to penetrate, then scrub with scourer and rinse off.

Floors Dilute 1 part MAGIC to 20 parts water in a bucket and apply to floor with a wet mop, allow a 
couple of minutes for product to work, then mop floor with a dry mop to remove any residue.

Walls, Basins & Fixtures Dilute 1 part MAGIC to 10 parts water. Apply with a scourer sponge to the surface of walls 
and basins and wipe fixtures with damp to wet cloth.

Toilets & Urinals Apply MAGIC neat under the rim and around the toilet bowl or urinal surface with a squeeze boNle. 
Allow to work for 2- ‐3 minutes then lightly agitate with toilet brush or scourer pad, then rinse off.

Kitchen Cleaning (Pots & Pans) Dilute to 100 parts water in a sink and agitate with a scourer.

Stove Tops & Range Hoods Dilute to 10 parts water and apply with sponge scourer

Floors Dilute to 20 parts water in a bucket and apply to floor with mop.

Walls & Bench Tops Dilute to 20 parts water in a bucket and apply to walls and bench tops with sponge or scourer pad.

Features Advantages Benefits
Biodegradable Safe to the environment Peace of mind

Concentrated High dilution rates Economical

High foaming Holds dirt in suspension Better cleaning

Long life fragrance Re-odorises Imparts clean fresh environment

Specifications
Colour Green

Odour Lime odour

Hard Water Tolerance Excellent

Rinsability Free rinsing

Flammability Non-flammable

Biodegradability Fully
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